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2-D DESIGN
ID 1790 4 RENDERINGS
Shelter That Heals

Low-income housing often reproduces surveillance and stripped of identity. How can we share the space to be conducive to recovering from these side effects?

Helen has such incredible positivity for the world...
ID 1790 THUMBNAIL SKETCHES

2020 INTERIOR DESIGN FIRST-YEAR REVIEW
The concept for my building of radical inclusion was inspired from the Yucca blossom. Yucca is a plant of the desert that feeds and nurtures every walk of life that crosses its path. To honor this giving plant my building walks you through the stages of bloom and decay. From the tall bloom centerpiece to the entryway modeled from a dried yucca pod, I want people to be inspired by this symbolic journey of life and to adopt the giving nature of the yucca and burning man.
Alexander Wang was born December 26, 1983 in San Francisco. His love for fashion started as a kid growing up in San Francisco. His passion was clear from a young age. When he was only 15 Wang attended design school called Central Saint Martins, in London England. The passion didn’t stop after school hours. Wang once said …

“My mom would take me to restaurants, and the first thing I’d ask for would be a pen and a napkin, and I’d sketch shoes and shoes and shoes.”

Alexander Wang currently designs for his designer brand “Alexander Wang.” He is known for his urban inspired clothing. The predominance use of black in his clothing is a staple of his design. The heavy use of athleisure in his work is ironic considering Alexander has never played sports. The style suites him.

Wang fully supports LGBTQ+ communities. For NY PRIDE, he worked with Trogan to create a campaign called “protect your wang.” They provided free condoms to support safe sex within the community.

Interests
- Sports
- Fashion
- Music
- Travel

We Need Change
One day too coming people will come when things go call naming and not thinking. I convinced soul for what truth happens.

Resources
- https://www.businessofashion.com/community/people/alexander-wang
ID 1790 ENCIRCLE HOUSE, LOGAN
Stand Out Wall Sconce

ID 1790 CUSTOM SCONCE FOR ENCIRCLE HOUSE, LOGAN

PRODUCT NUMBER: ENC122019
LAMP: 1 X LED/12W/120V LED
WATTAGE: 12W
DIMMER: Low Voltage Electronic
DIMENSIONS: 5.5”W x 12”H x 3.25”D

DESCRIPTION:
A classic design with a twist. Bringing a sophisticated yet spunky energy to a space. This scone will stand out in any room and inspire you to do the same.